Descriptive transcript of Polyglot at home video Sticky Notes
This video is 2.31 minutes long and while it has a soundtrack, it contains no spoken language.
Start
0:01-0:05: A black screen. Two pink circles drop down to the centre.
0:05 -0:13: The Polyglot Theatre logo and tagline - "Polyglot: Theatre is Child's Play" - is
displayed onscreen. The screen fades to black.
0:13-0:20: A white chest of drawers. A hand opens a drawer which is filled with stationary. It
pulls out sticky notes.
0:20-0:25: The drawer closes. Polyglot artist Nick flicks the sticky notes in his hands.
0:25-0:30: He grabs one pink sticky note. He turns to his right, looking at a glass door.
0:30-0:40: Energetic music plays while Nick sticks four yellow sticky notes on a glass door.
0:40-0:45: The scene shifts so we are now looking at Nick from the other side of the glass door.
The footage speeds up. Nick is adding more sticky notes to create an oval.
0:45-0:50: We’re back inside with Nick. He’s making a curved line of sticky notes next to the
oval.
0:50-0:54: Nick adds another curved line of yellow sticky notes on the glass door.
0:55-1:00: Yellow sticky notes are overlapped, forming a downwards line.
1:00-1:05: The sticky notes resemble a face, arms and legs. Nick forms a chest out of pink notes.
1:05-1:10: He adds more pink sticky notes to form a skirt.
1:10-1:17: He adds yellow sticky notes to finish forming the figure's head and legs.
1:17-1:25: He has trimmed blue sticky notes with scissors and uses these to create hair.

1:25-1:30: More blue sticky notes are added, and once they are in place, Nick uses scissors to
trim them to look like hair.
1:30-1:35: Pigtails are formed out of blue sticky notes. Nick makes bows out of pink notes.
1:35-1:40: He uses scissors to cut eyes and eyelashes out of blue notes and sticks them to the
face.
1:40-1:45: He adds a mouth and more blue hair.
1:45-1:50: From the other side of the glass door, we see Nick stick green notes on the glass
door, to the right of the figure.
1:50-1:55: Back inside with Nick, the green notes form a rabbit.
1:55-2:00: Nick adds a pink eye and blue whiskers to the rabbit's face.
2:00-2:05: The camera moves across a wooden floor littered with sticky notes, and we see the
green rabbit on the window,
2:05-2:10: The camera moves to the left, showing the figure with blue hair, wearing a pink
dress.
2:10-2:13: We see both the figure and the rabbit.
2:13-2:20: The footage is no longer sped up. Nick lies on a wooden floor. He has drawn
eyelashes on sticky notes, and presses these over his eyes.
2:20-2:25: Nick sticks his tongue out. The scene shifts, and we see the figure and rabbit again.
Nick is outside, behind the glass door, and he runs up, jumps and high fives the figure, then
cheers.
2:25-2:31: He pats the rabbit and waves. The screen fades to black.
End

